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CHAMP-FX4 Quick Start Kit

Key Features
• CHAMP-FX4 with 3 Xilinx Virtex-7 

FPGAs and 12 GB of DDR3 SDRAM

• Gen3 backplane

• Linux or VxWorks

• Includes all necessary cables/RTMs

Applications
• Electronic Warfare (EW)

• Signal Intelligence (SIGINT)

• Radar processing

• Image processing

• Signal processing

Overview
The OpenVPX CHAMP-FX4 Quick Start Kit (QSK) from Curtiss-Wright 
enables the system developer to rapidly prototype a core system for software 
and FPGA development using the CHAMP-FX4. Other components can be 
added to this basic configuration or alternative options can be explored. 

These options and trade-offs are outlined in this product sheet. The QSK 
comes pre-configured with a single CHAMP-FX4 card, rear transition 
module (RTM), and cables. It also includes the software and firmware 
needed to operate the card. A separate processor card or FMC is not 
included in the default configurations at this time, but certain combinations 
will be offered in the future. Additional cards or cables can be purchased 
to add additional capability.

The CHAMP-FX4 provides three large Xilinx® Virtex®-7 FPGAs along with 
the Xilinx Zynq® SOC dual-Arm core processor for DSP processing. Each 
FPGA has dual DDR3 SDRAM banks (4 GB/FPGA), and dual QDRII+ 
SRAM banks (36 MB/FPGA) to support FPGA processing. Sensor I/O 
is supported via two FMC sites which can support the latest ADC/DAC 
FMCs or via the 40 backplane SerDes that are capability of running up to 
10.3 Gbps.

QSKs are available with either pass-thru and centralized switch backplane 
configurations and with either VxWorks or Linux OS support on the Zynq® 
SOC.

Figure 1: CHAMP-FX4 key features, front and back view 

Dual FMC sites

Gen3 PCIe Switch

3 Virtex-7 FPGAs

Gen2 SRIO Switch

Xilinx Zynq® All 
Programmable SOC
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x64b Banks

36 MB QDRII+ SRAM x36 Banks
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CHAMP-FX4 (VPX6-473-A041000)
• Three user-programmable Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGAs (X690T), 

each with:

 + 4 GB DDR3L SDRAM in two 64-bit banks

 + 36 MB QDR II+ SRAM in two 36-bit banks

 + 3 x 10.3 GHz 4-lane serial links to the backplane from 
each I/O FPGA

 + 4 x 10.3 GHz 4-lane serial links to the expansion plane 
from the Aggregator FPGA

 + 6 x 10.3 GHz serial links between the three FPGAs

 + 1 x 4-lane Serial RapidIO® (SRIO) Gen2 link to the onboard 
switch fabric

 + 1 x 4-lane Gen3 PCI Express® (PCIe) target host link from 
onboard PCIe switch

 + 8 x LVDS pairs to the backplane from each I/O FPGA

 + 20 x LVDS pairs to the backplane from the Aggregator 
FPGA

 + 10/20 differential pairs between each FPGA

 + FMC connection with 80 differential pairs and 4 x serial 
links to each site to support JESD204B or serial FMCs

 + Each FPGA can be configured via local attached flash, via 
SelectMap from processor, or via PCIe

 + 32 MB attached configuration flash Includes necessary 
cables and rear transition module

• 2 x FMC interfaces with 80 differential signal pairs

 + Each site supports 4 high speed serial links for JESD204B 
or Serial FMCs

• Onboard PCIe Gen3 switch

 + 1 x 8-lane secondary expansion plane (P5) fabric ports to 
the backplane

 + 1 x 4-lane connection to each FPGA

 + 1 x 4-lane connection to the processor

• Onboard SRIO Gen2 switch

 + 4 x 4-lane fabric ports to the backplane

 + 4-lane ports to each FPGA

 + 4-lane port to dual ARM® processor in Zynq® FPGA via 
SRIO-PCIe bridge

• Xilinx Zynq® FPGA with Dual ARM Cortex®-A9 processor

 + 1 GB DDR3L SDRAM

 + 256 MB application flash

 + 32 MB boot flash with 32 MB alt boot flash

 + 128 KB NVRAM

 + 1 x Gigabit Base-T Ethernet links to the front panel

 + 1 x Gigabit Base-X Ethernet links to the backplane P4 
connector

 + 1 x RS-232 links to the front panel

 + One x4 Gen2 PCIe connection from the processor to the 
Gen3 PCIe switch

 + 8 x single-ended and 4 x differential DIO to backplane

• Thermal sensors for monitoring board temperatures

• Sensors for monitoring board power consumption

• Support for ChipScope™ Pro and JTAG processor debug 
interfaces

• Includes SW/FPGA toolkit

 + Option for VxWorks® or Linux®

OF-SMART6 or COOL-XC6: 6-slot 6U 
OpenVPX 10 G Development Chassis
• Open frame centralized switch backplane/chassis 

(OF-SM6-OVP6C23AB)

• Closed frame pass-thru backplane in tower chassis 
(COOL-XC6-OVP06X1AB)

• 6-slot OpenVPX, VPX REDI 1” pitch slots with RTM slots

• Centralized or pass-thru option

• 1150W power supply, 12V-centric

• 110V/20A or 220V/15A AC input

• >19 CFM per slot

Features
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VPX6-473 (CHAMP-FX4)
Curtiss-Wright’s 4th generation 6U FPGA card, the CHAMP-FX4 
combines the dense processing resources of three large Xilinx Virtex-7 
FPGAs with over 12 GB of memory resources, all on a rugged 6U 
OpenVPX (VITA 65) form factor module. The CHAMP-FX4 complements 
this processing capability with vast amounts of backplane I/O 
bandwidth, approaching 100 GB/s, directly connected to the FPGAs. 
Gen2 SRIO provides standards-based connectivity to general-
purpose processing boards such as the VPX6-1957 and CHAMP-AV8. 
In addition, 36 pairs of LVDS links to the backplane can be used to 
support Camera Link® or other high-speed parallel interfaces. There 
are also two FMC sites that have been enhanced to support the next 
generation of serial or JESD204B FMC cards, providing a configuration 
option to support up to 8 lanes of SerDes connectivity to each site 
(only x4 in QSK variant). A Xilinx Zynq® FPGA with embedded dual 
ARM Cortex-A9 processors provides powerful command and control 
capability in a compact footprint. Using the CHAMP-FX4 with Curtiss-
Wright’s signal acquisition FMC cards such as the FMC-516/FMC-518 
provides a complete digital receiver solution.
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Figure 3: CHAMP-FX4 block diagram

Figure 2: CHAMP-FX4
Xilinx Tri-Virtex-7 6U OpenVPX Module
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Chassis Options
OF-SMART6 Open Frame Chassis 
The OF-SMART6 Open Frame Chassis is a high-powered 
extreme cooling OpenVPX desktop chassis with 1150 watts 
to support 5/6 slots of 1” pitch boards with >19 CFM per slot 
of cooling and is 12V-centric. Each of these slots supports 
80 mm rear transition modules. The chassis has open sides 
and top to support easy access to the VPX™ boards for 
test personnel and engineers. The chassis also has two rear-
mounted power connections for external peripherals such 
as CD-ROM drives or external hard drives.

Figure 4: OF-SMART6
Smart Open Frame Chassis

COOL-XC6 Closed Frame Tower Chassis 
The COOL-XC6 Closed Frame Tower Chassis is a high-
powered portable extreme cooling OpenVPX desktop 
chassis with 1150 watts to support 5/6 slots of 1” pitch 
boards with >19 CFM per slot of cooling and is 12V-centric. 
Each of these slots supports 80mm rear transition modules. 
The chassis has closed sides and top and patented CoolSlot® 
card guides to provide better cooling of populated modules. 
The chassis also has two rear-mounted power connections 
for external peripherals such as CD-ROM drives or external 
hard drives.

Figure 5: COOL-XC6
Closed Frame Tower Chassis
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Figure 7: Architecture of centralized backplane

Note: This backplane routes all x4 data plane connections from 
each CHAMP-FX4 to the switch slot via a Gen3 connection. 
Therefore, if more general connectivity or higher speeds are a 
required, a pass-thru backplane is recommended. Also an SRIO 
switch can be added if SRIO will be used to connect the cards. 
Please see page 7 for more information on additional options.

Centralized backplane option
The backplane within the centralized chassis is the 024-
900-06-C2G3-01 backplane which is a Gen3 (10.3 Gbaud), 
centralized switch backplane which has 5 module slots with 
the data planes routed to the 6th switch slot. The P2 expansion 
plane is daisy-chained between the 5 module slots.

The expansion plane is used to provide PCIe connectivity 
between a processor card and the CHAMP-FX4 cards or can 
be used to pass data between the Aggregator FPGAs on two 
different CHAMP-FX4 cards. The data plane connectivity is 
provided by Meritec® cables (see cable section) which can 
be plugged into the switch slot. These can be used for SRIO 
or Aurora™ connectivity. If only SRIO connectivity is required 
between multiple slots, it is recommended that the VPX6-
6902 (SRIO switch) is purchased. An open frame chassis 
provides easier physical access to this slot.

Pass-thru backplane option
The backplane within the pass-thru chassis is the 024-900-
06-X1-01 backplane which is a pass-thru backplane with 
the connector vias optimized to minimize stubs for better 
handling of high speed signal. Neither the data plane or 
expansion plane are routed on the backplane. Instead all 
signals are passed directly from the slot side connectors 
to the RTM side connectors. However the IPM and utility 
plane signals such as REF_CLK are routed to all slots. All 
connectivity is provided by cables either directly via Meritec 
or indirectly via the RTM. A closed frame provides better 
cooling for the cards and all cabling can be done from the 
backside. Air blockers are provided to fill in unused slots for 
better airflow over the populated cards.

Figure 6: Architecture of pass-thru backplane

Note: This backplane does not provide any data plane or 
expansion plane connectivity. All signals are passed through to 
the RTM side of the chassis. This enables complete access to all 
CHAMP-FX4 signals on the CHAMP-FX4 RTM. This is important if 
a CHAMP-WB is planned to be added to this system and FPGA-
to-FPGA SerDes connections are desired between the CHAMP-
WB and CHAMP-FX4. All high speed signals on connectors have 
anti-pads for improved performance. Please see page 7 for more 
information on additional options.
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Software/Firmware
Two software options are offered; VxWorks 6.9.3 or 
PetaLinux. Provided with the QSK is all of the following:

• Software driver for CHAMP-FX4 which runs on the Zynq® 
dual-ARM processor

• FPGA code for the CHAMP-FX4

 + Packaged with the software driver

 + Includes reference design and all FPGA IP, 
ModelSim®-based simulation environment, Vivado™ 
implementation scripts

 + Includes licensed 3rd party Gen3 PCIe endpoint 
target core and Gen2 SRIO endpoint core

 + Requires purchase of AXI-BFM from Xilinx, which can 
only be purchased directly from Xilinx

Cables
Front panel cables are provided for the CHAMP-FX4. In 
general the front panel cable should be plugged into the 
front of the card instead of the RTM because some signals 
may only be routed to the backplane in conduction-cooled 
variants that do not have front panel I/O. The front panel 
cable provides access to Ethernet, RS-232, Reset and JTAG. 
Since there is only one card in the default QSK, backplane 
cables are only needed if additional connections are needed 
between the FPGAs. The QSK includes three backplane 
Meritec cables and 3 iPASS HD cables. If other cards are 
added, other cables may be necessary as noted later in this 
datasheet. Additional cables can also be ordered if desired.

Rear Transition Modules
Rear transition modules are provided for the CHAMP-FX4. 
This module provides access to many of the backplane 
signals that are routed through the backplane. With the 
centralized switch QSK configuration neither the data plane 
or expansion plane signals would be available on the RTM. 
However with the pass-thru QSK configuration, all SerDes 
are accessible via the RTM.

CHAMP-FX4 RTM
The front panel of the CHAMP-FX4 RTM provides access to:

• The FPGA SerDes signals (not routed in backplane) via 
iPASS™ HD connectors

• JTAG, reset, debug

• BP_CLK and SYNC signal

The top side of the RTM provides access to:

• LVDS DIO via headers

• Jumpers via switches

Note that at this time the RTM only support 5 G data rates. 
If 10 G rates are required, it is recommended that these 
connections are either made through the backplane or via 
Meritec cables. A future revision of the RTM will provide 
10 G support through the RTM.

http://CurtissWrightDS.com
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QSK options availableTABLE 1

PART NUMBER BACKPLANE SOFTWARE
QSK-100-0820 Centralized switch VxWorks 6.9.3

QSK-100-0821 Centralized switch PetaLinux

QSK-100-0824 Pass-thru VxWorks 6.9.3

QSK-100-0825 Pass-thru PetaLinux

Ordering Information
The following QSK options are currently available for the CHAMP-FX4

QSKs part numbers based on chosen configurationTABLE 2

HW OPTION VALUE PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

All All QSKs

RTM6-473-000 CHAMP-FX4 RTM

CBL-473-FPL-000 CHAMP-FX4 front panel cable

CBL-473-iPASSHD iPASS HD to iPASS HD cable

CBL-MER-12IN-OFP Meritec 12” Odd Fat Pipe cable

 › DSW-473-FPGA-LNX
 › DSW-473-FPGA-VxW

CHAMP-WB basecard SW/FW
 › Linux or VxWorks

Backplane
Centralized OF-SM6-OVP6C23AB Chassis with 10 G backplane (024-900-06-C2G3-01)

Pass-thru COOL-XC6-OVP06X1AB Chassis with 10 G pass-thru backplane (024-900-06-X1-01)

FPGA CHAMP-FX4 VPX6-473-A041000 Base AC L0 CHAMP-FX4 card, 3 X690T FPGA

http://CurtissWrightDS.com
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Configuration options
The QSKs defined in this product sheet exhibit a few examples of possible configurations that can be supplied. There 
may be a desire to take one of these standard configurations and add more items to it. Modifications can be made to 
these configurations and ordered as an itemized list of parts. Contact factory or sales for part numbers and recommended/
supported configurations.

The following items can be added to any of the existing 
configurations:

• Additional CHAMP-FX4 cards

 + Contact factory if alternate FX4 variants are desired

 + Include RTM6-473-000, CBL-473-FPL-000, CBL-473-
iPASS HD, CBL-MER-12IN-OFP or CBL-MER-12IN-EFP 
as desired

• CHAMP-WB or CHAMP-WB-DRFM cards:

 + Requires pass-thru backplane and possibly a processor 
card 

 + Include RTM6-474-000, CBL-474-FPL-000, CBL-474-
iPASS HD, CBL-MER-12IN-EFP or CBL-MER-12IN-OFP 
as desired

• VPX6-1957 cards:

 + VPX6-1957-A01A0850 is recommended variant

 + Requires CBL-1905-003 and either DSW-1957-6150-
FED6 or DSW-1957-0690-VXW6

 + Include RTM-1956 if desired and Meritec or iPASS HD 
cables as needed

• CHAMP-AV8 cards:

 + VPX6-462-A04B330 is recommended variant

 + Requires CBL-462-FPL-000 and either DSW-462-002-
LNX or DSW-462-000-VXW

 + Include RTM6-462 if desired and Meritec or iPASS HD 
cables as needed

• Additional cables:

 + Additional CBL-MER-12IN-EFPs for more data 
plane connectivity in switch slot for CEN backplane 
configurations

 + Additional CBL-473-iPASSHD for SerDes connectivity 
between CHAMP-FX4 and/or CHAMP-WB RTMs. Note 
that CBL-473-iPASSHD is the same as CBL-474-iPASS 
HD.

 + Additional CBL-MER-12IN-OFP for more backplane 
SerDes connections for pass-thru backplane when RTM 
is not being used.

The following products could be added but require some 
changes if a VPX6-1957 card is being used:

• The VPX6-6902 (SRIO switch) can be added to the CEN 
backplane QSKs but if this is done and a VPX6-1957 is 
being used, the VPX6-1957 card needs to be changed to a 
variant that supports Base-X Ethernet if there is a desire to 
use the Ethernet switch functionality on the VPX6-6902. The 
equivalent part number, but with Base-X support, is VPX6-
1957-A01B0850. Note that this variant may have a longer 
lead time.
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